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Abstract  

Client-Server Architecture Systems are the mostly used systems architecture worldwide. They 

entail providing different service resources to user clients via networks and other peripheral 

connections. The aim of this study was to establish a distance lab environment where 

distance students and other practitioners could do remote practical testings of client-server 

products for learning purposes. Throughout this work our theme was on development of 

remote virtualized client-server topology and subjects it to attack environment for students 

(distance) learning of security breach concepts of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability 

(CIA) in a practical virtualized lab environment. Main objective of this design research was 

“to implement a distance based laboratory (virtualized environment) where security for 

client-server model in a remote and virtualized network of Windows Platform can be 

implemented and tested. Although security experts argue that systems safety will never be 

absolute, our main trigger factor was to establish virtualized lab were key security settings 

will be practically tested and implemented remotely by students for protection of services, 

data, and other peripheral computer communications. This was part of Lulea University of 

Technology Virtual War Hack Lab Project to develop a platform for student practical 

learning and understanding. Our system layouts comprised of virtualized environment of 

routers, servers, clients connected via an internet and remotely subjected to attack 

mechanism. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 Introduction 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Nowdays distance e-learning or remote virtual based classes are the popular mechanism 

for reaching out “knowledge without borders” Yang, Z (2007). This thesis reports 

discusses development of virtual learning environment for practical knowledge creation 

mainly to suite security students (mainly distance student as well campus based students). 

 

1.1 Problem Description/ Motivation 

One Greek philosopher, Aristotle commented that, “learning through practical 

experience has been an important concept for thousands of years, and that for the things 

we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them” 1(pg.9) 

Different scholars elaborated on the need for experiential learning which is associated 

with action or practical learning. Moon (2004)2 argues that experiential learning is most 

effective when students are involved in; reflective learning phase, phase of learning 

resulting from action inherent to experiential or action learning and learning from 

feedback phase; through action learning, individual or students changes their judgement, 

feeling or skills towards the given subject or area. 

A need for secure and isolated laboratory for students invited for development of remote 

virtual laboratory which act as practical benchmark for distance security students and 

other practitioners(i.e. on campus students). Considering that some of LTU students are 

off-campus based, a learning gap exist since no practical laboratory exercise is conducted 

for their security studies. However, absence of infrastructure to provide students (off-
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campus as well campus based) with a remotely administered platform for creation or 

exercising their theoretical understanding of concepts learnt from their studies and 

without requiring them to travel or visit physical laboratory environment. 

Different scholars substantiate the impact of hands on activities on e-learning systems on 

student understanding of the taught subject. Ma, (2006)3 argues that virtual technologies 

can increases the reach of pedagogy by allowing professors to teach large numbers of 

students who are geographically dispersed. Our research artifact entails establishing a 

virtual lab for distance students’ hands on exercises and understanding of virtualized 

client/server topology. Lab-based courses impact significantly on role of scientific 

education and development. Nersessian (1991)4, claims hands on experiences is at the 

heart of science learning, while Clough (2002)5 states that laboratory experiences “make 

science come alive”. Scholars convincingly argue the role of information, communication 

and technology on pedagogical learning approaches by dramatically changing laboratory 

education landscape (Scanlon et al.2002)6. The nature and practices of laboratories is 

changing to two new technological-intensive automations which are simulated labs and 

remote labs as alternatives for traditional hands on lab which are mostly limited to 

physical fixtures. These two forms of laboratories are seen by scholars (Ertugrul 19987; 

Hartson et al. 19968; Raineri 20019; Striegel 2001
10) as educational accelerator and enabler 

of “education without border”. 

 

Our desire is to establish distance remote environment where students (campus or 

distance) and other practitioners can remotely do practical testings. However, our 

approach was to find out security breach in client-server models via practical testing of 

virtualized client-server topology in this distance lab environment. Therefore, we 

developed an artifact were students will practice the client-server security and applies 
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solutions. The research was guided by the notion that security is not always absolutei; 

therefore a protection based laboratory for student learning should be in place to analyze 

and address systems topology risk issues. 

 

The study involved distance laboratory testing for vulnerabilities on client-server 

architecture thus a virtualized clients and servers machines in a network environment 

were subjected to different tests to analyze their responses to these attack related 

situations. These systems were configured remotely providing access to LTU distance 

and campus students. The scope covered various client-server roles applicable such as 

mail, database and web server roles. 

This idea came out from LTU Virtual War Hack Projectii, which aimed to create a virtual 

lab environment to facilitate Information Security students during their practical or lab 

oriented study activities. The study is important for LTU students and practitioners since 

it documents all necessary precautions towards implementing secured (CIA) client-server 

architecture and roadmap for implementing a virtual lab for testing client-server 

products. Researchers are motivated with a desire to implement secure environment for 

client-server based platform through virtualizations on a distance/remote laboratory 

environment. Since 2007, LTU provides virtual studies on information security courses 

however students have expressed their needs for distance laboratory to cutter their 

remote practical learning needs. Quoting from the programme web page11, “important 

terms such as information security, security architectures for clients and servers, robust 

systems, leadership and management of organizations security are defined during the 

                                                 
i
 James Anderson, on Information Security, writes that information security cannot be absolute: it is a process, not a 
goal. Systems security should balance protection and availability. It is possible to make a system available to anyone, 
anywhere, anytime, through any means. However, such unrestricted access poses a danger to the integrity of the 
information. On the other hand, a completely secure information system would not allow anyone access. 
 
ii The absence of lab for practical study in Lulea University of Technology for Information Security students invited this 

project, however though the project is on its initial stage of design and development, this study provides a good 

infrastructure baseline for the complete Lab project. 

http://arapaho.nsuok.edu/~hutchisd/IS_4853/C6572_01.pdf
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first year classes. The first year ends with a project in a company or a government agency 

where you meet different professional roles and will study how information security 

functions. The second year is about current research and trends in information security.” 

the Information Security course has no lab assignments for students. Yang, (2004)12 

emphasizes significance of virtual labs by denoting that without practical real-world 

security projects; students are unable to integrate knowledge materials and technology. 

Through students’ interviews and conversations LTU lack of virtual laboratory hinders 

distance (and campus students in some way) to have a practical overview of their courses 

taught. 

Main objective is to implement a distance based laboratory (virtualized environment) 

where security for client-server model in virtualized network of Windows Platform (as a 

case) can be remotely implemented and tested. The objective was guided by security key 

concepts which are Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of mission critical systems. 

Our personal interests to this study were to gain more practical skills in implementing 

secure client-server based platform in a virtual laboratory environment. We believe 

throughout this study new knowledge/artifact was created for academic referencing. 

 

1.2 Research question: 

RQ: How can we create a virtual laboratory for distance student’s practical remote 

learning? 

This research questions aimed to create a benchmark were scenario for our study can be 

reflected thoroughly so that approaches, methodologies and principles can be applied in 

designing the client-server virtual laboratory for distance student practical exercises. The 

study design targets breach of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of Client-Server 

based system via remote testing. 
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RQ: How can we remotely test vulnerabilities of client-server topology in a distant 

virtual lab?  

This question guides us on implementing ways or approaches were student can remotely 

test or assess vulnerabilities on a virtualized laboratory environment.  

Through document analysis and other scholarly publications, different possible 

approaches for testing vulnerabilities on a virtual client-server lab were made available. 

Also this research question acts as study guideline on what mechanism or approaches to 

apply in remotely systems vulnerabilities testing. 

 

1.3 Research approach 

As we mentioned before, the Virtual War Hacks idea is basically related to Lulea 

Technology University – Information Security laboratory. Studying theoretically is 

important; however some practical labs are very useful in order to become an 

experienced Security Expert.  

Virtual War Hack was composed of 5 topics which developed complex aspects of the lab 

environment. Our part of research consisted inducing a series of attacks targeting client-

server architecture model in this distance virtualized learning lab and provide approaches 

for which students can remotely use this environment for their practical exercises. 

Our research approach is design oriented (i.e. design research), more precisely simulating 

attacks for pedagogical reasonsiii via testing it in our virtual laboratory designed 

environment as well as offering approaches, alternatives and even new ways of 

improving the virtual lab environment. 

 

 

                                                 
iii Note that the security gaps are those only targeting Windows Client-Server architecture as previously discussed on this 

study leaving aside other scenario which are not of client-server modality. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Conceptual Background 

 

2.0 Client- Server Architecture 

Server, mostly known as central computer resources administrator acts as a host of 

varieties of computing resources thus other client computers connect for usability. These 

categories of services varies depending on computing requirements such as a file 

management (File Server) database (Dbase Server), mails (Mail Server), Print (print 

server), web as web server etc. Normaly, server systems are designed in a client-server 

architecture were clients is a desktop users connected and controlled by server controller. 

Server is capable of handling different service requests subjected to its 

software/hardware platform via multiple network connections were accessibility is enable 

via service configurations. 

 

Figure 1: Client-Server Architecture
13
 

 

Client-Server architecture14 empowers users whether employee of an organizations or 

clients of computing services with accessibility to their valued resources with assurances 

and responsibilities. The modality is facilitated by service initiation from client and 

service response from Server. Example, in Web Server architecture, a web visitor type in 
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the weblink/address on a browser was parameters are subjected to Internet Information 

Service (IISiv) via web browser to the web server of the responsible website address. 

 

Figure 2: Web Server Architecture
2
 

Different computing functions such as data storage, mail messaging and banking services 

depend on Client-server modality for accessibility of resources and services. 

Although this architecture is mostly recommended, this study aims to design a remote 

virtual environment were security setbacks associated with this architecture can be tested 

and realized. This was achieved via designing the same structure with windows servers 

and a client hence subjecting attacks to the architecture to study system behavior virtually 

(i.e. virtual lab environment). 

 

2.1 Virtualization Technology and virtual laboratory concept 

Singh15 defines virtualization as “a framework or methodology of dividing the resources 

of a computer into multiple execution environments, by applying one or more concepts 

or technologies such as hardware and software partitioning, time-sharing, partial or 

complete machine simulation, emulation, quality of services and many others”. 

                                                 
iv IIS acts as protocol enabler for Microsoft Web server protocols such as https, https, ftp, ftps etc.Currently the only 

available IIS version to support Windows Client-Server architecture in Web server context is IIS 8.0 Version. 
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Therefore, virtualization facilitates multiple virtual machines to acts as a normal physical 

machines dividing host into different multiple environment with each virtual machine 

executing its own roles as configured. With simulations, host machine can be configured 

to serve different multiple environments with virtual machines (VM). Virtualization 

utilizes abstraction layer integrated into hardware and hypervisor layer which compact 

operating systems into running on native hardware. Mostly; the virtual machines are 

separated from each other to protect integrity and confidentiality of data utilized in the 

virtual machines. There are several methodologies of utilizing virtualization technologies. 

Common approaches are such as: 

i. Full virtualizations were hardware is completely emulated via hardware and 

software (or any). In 1998, VMware stated providing full virtualization for x86 

hardware16. We have implemented VMware in our design phase. 

ii. Paravirtualization: This approach defines new hardware-software hybrid 

architecture known as hypervisor which is similar to physical hardware emulated. 

CPU, memory and I/O instructions or command are replaced by hypercalls. Para 

virtualization reduces overhead inherent in dynamic translation. 

iii. Hardware assisted Virtualization. Hardware virtualization was mainly provided by 

IBM’s mainframe until AMD and Intel incorporated virtualization in their x86 

processors. In hardware virtualizations, privileged instructions are trapped in the 

hardware and redirected to hypervisor. Hardware assisted virtualization requires 

hardware extensions which are mostly provided by Intel and AMD processors. 

iv. Operating systems level virtualizations. This approach transfers virtual functions 

to user-space. By isolating containers, untrusted applications, network and 

operating systems services can be executed in a separate and secure environment 

without creating risks to each other. This approach eliminates overhead of binary 

translation. 
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2.1.1 Virtual Laboratory: an interactive system for creating and conducting simulated 

practical experiments which is domain-dependent on simulation programs. Virtual lab 

uses models (computer models) and variety of other instructional technologies replacing 

physical or face to face traditional laboratories17. Recent advancement of internet 

technologies and web development paved a way for other services to be available online 

via connections. Recently, trainings or studies are conducted online or in a distance mode 

with facilitation of internet technologies. Actual experiments on physical devices are 

conducted via networks of virtual machines. Students are enabled to access resources 

they do not have, and can run experiments much longer than typically allowed in 

university labs18.  

 

Virtualization Technology allows consolidation of various systems on a single physical 

machine hence reducing hardware costs, administrations, as well operational costs. 

However, in its disadvantage, virtualization creates a single point of failure since if host 

hardware/physical machines fails, all other virtual machines hosted are down. 

Many educational institutes embark to virtual laboratory project given the importance of 

integrating student experiments or laboratory exercises via computer simulations. 

Utilizing virtual lab environment equips students with same performances as utilizing 

physical laboratories.19 Our project is based on establishing an environment where LTU 

distance security students flexibly can alt and reconfigures the lab interface to suit their 

security lab exercises. We do believe that with virtual environment, students are more 

comfortable and the teaching methodology is effective and enjoyable. 
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2.2 Client-Server security vulnerabilities as applied to our virtual design 

2.2.1 Vulnerability concept; 

Microsoft TechNet20 defines vulnerability as weakness in a product that could allow an 

attacker to compromise availability, confidentiality and integrity of the product service. 

Mostly, security weaknesses are results of a problem from the product which invites 

exploitable vector for systems security breach. Example a browser which process SSL 

session in plaintext has security vulnerability since the SSL calls encrypted sessions. 

In this conceptual part, our discussion focuses on security vulnerabilities in terms of 

client and server context. Primarily, client-server as core topology in our design, we 

reviewed different concept relating to client vulnerabilities, server vulnerabilities and 

network vulnerabilities. Issues discussed in this section includes systems attacks (as 

applied later on our design) and defenses concepts such as SQL injection, denial of 

service and port scanning etc. 

This modality (server as sole processor) invites threat injections from external attacker 

since clients contact servers with preconfigured settings which if altered could enable 

hacker login,Craske(2004)21.  

Craske 21(pg.12) argue that “in client-server where data may be distributed across 

multiple servers and sites, each with its own administrators, centralized security services 

are impractical as they do not scale well therefore more opportunities are available for 

intruders to access the system. The client PCs often runs operating system with little or 

no thought to security and the network connecting clients to servers is vulnerable”. 

Security needs for this architecture should be analyzed via different tools. Craske16 insists 

security is often not given much consideration since it requires implementation on both 

client and server. Craske16 argues distribution of services in client/server increases 
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vulnerabilities of these systems architecture since viruses, frauds, physical damage and 

misuse of resources are the most targets.  

Through our virtual environment of client/server lab, students are exposed to these 

security phenomena to understand how this topology works and its security risks for data 

flows. Normally, client-server architecture is categorized into following three blocks, 

 

 The Server (as main service controller). 

 The network as for data is transmission (i.e. connecting client and server 

together). 

 The client which is the main user command interface in this architecture. 

 

2.3 Client Block
v

: As front end16 block of client-server architecture, its protection to 

external threats is least prioritized compared to other blocks in this architecture. The 

client device connects users to the server via networks therefore hijacking client device 

may pose security threat to overall topology. Craske16 insists that even if the client/server 

application is highy secured with configurations, its security can be compromised with 

attacks targeting operating system causing data modification, etc. Example, in Lotus 

Domino; client workstation security is configured through Execution Control List 

(ECLvi) to limit unauthorized execution or operations when connecting to server via 

network.  

 

                                                 
v Client in this context entails workstation machine used to access resources on the server. Client machine is connected to 

the server via local area network or internet with difference of protocols depending on the nature of the connection. 

vi IBM ECL  protects user workstations against active content from unknown or suspect sources, and can be configured to limit the 

action of any active content that does run on workstations. The ECL determines whether the signer of the code is allowed to run the 

code on a given workstation, and defines the access that the code has to various workstation functions. For example, an ECL can 

prevent another person's code from running on a computer and damaging or erasing data. 

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/domhelp/v8r0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.help.domino.admin85.doc%2FH_INITIAL_ADMINISTRATION_ECL.html
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2.4. Network Block: Mostly, common network threats includes eavesdrop and packet 

sniffing. Packet sniffing involves reading transmitted packet carrying valuable 

information such as trade secrets, passwords, company details etc. In networks, 

monitoring and auditing of client activities such as attempted logons or file accessibility 

are important in giving clients daily activities security picture. Enabling audit trails in 

operating systems helps monitoring workstations and records all activities towards the 

system. Client-server networks can be configured22 to alarm systems or network 

administrator on malicious activities towards the system. Additionally, security level is 

increased on network via building rules22, filters and screening all connecting devices. 

 

2.5 Server Block: This block is dedicated on running or hosting specific computing 

services. Servers are subjected to attacks and threats through network. Attackers are 

likely to inject malicious processes aiming to controll server system. Below describes 

common server security threats23 and attacks which we later tested/evaluated on our 

virtual environment design. We applied these three attacks on our evaluation and testing 

phase. 

2.5.1 Attack: SQL Injection: This server threats requires open database vulnerability for 

its execution. SQL injection is mostly engineered by web applications were malicious 

executable code is injected into SQL strings which later are parsed and executed. Open 

Web Application Project24 considers  SQL Injection as top web application vulnerabilities 

by 2007 to 2010. SQL Injectionvii is classified with five main sub classes depending on 

vector’s attacking deployment. These includes Classic SQLIA, Inference SQL Injection, 

Interacting with SQL Injection,DBMS specific SQLIA and Compounded SQLIA.  

 

                                                 
vii SQL Injection happens when a developer accepts user input that is directly placed into a SQL Statement and doesn't 

properly filter out dangerous characters.  

http://www.cgisecurity.com/questions/sql.shtml
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2.5.2 Attack: Denial of service (DoS):  This attack tends to block clients from accessing 

computing services or resources via directing illegitimate traffic to network or site 

causing host unresponsive to service requests25. Most denial of service attack targets 

highly profiled servers such as bank or financial institution servers, government servers, 

social security web servers or credit or e-commerce web servers.   

Denial of service attacks overloads processes resulting into unavailability of legitimate 

services. Common denial of service attacks are such as ICMPviii Flood26 were network is 

misconfigured allowing packets flow to all computers via broadcasting address of the 

network, SYN floodix which occurs when host sends flood of TCP/SYN packets with 

faked address, teardrop attack which occurs via sending IP fragments with overlapping 

and overloaded flows to the machine.  

2.5.3 Attack: Port Scanning 

This attack entails scanning for open services which listern or depends on well-known 

ports. Attacker sends messages to each port and records responses. If ports is used and 

not blocked, attacker plans for second weakness exploration. Among well known 

standards ports (0-1023) are: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
viii ICMP is Internet Control Message Protocol were attackers can use IP layers to send one directional messages to a host 

with no authentication hence inviting packets interceptions or denial of services. 

ix SYN Flood mostly targets servers running TCP processes via invading ports which are on listening state. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Literatures 

3.0 Reviewing approach 

The choice of literatures was based on two categories considering our research questions. 

One, studies related to designing, operations and development of virtual labs (i.e. our 

research question was: How can we create a virtual laboratory for distance student’s 

practical remote learning?). 

Second, studies related to virtual testing of client-server security (i.e our research question 

is: How can we remotely/online test vulnerabilities of client-server topology in a distant 

virtual lab?). 

 Literatures search helped us to create a theoretical framework relating to our innovative 

idea and refine our approaches (i.e. differentiating our strategies towards achieving results) 

specifically to suite our design methodologies and act as foundation for choice of 

parameters for evaluation of our project development. Our searching parameters were as: 

 

These search parameters were keyed to Google Scholar, Scopus and Proquest databases 

returning several scholarly publications on virtual lab technologies, client-server security 

topologies, virtual lab design principles, projects and discussions. Our criteria for choice of 

literature review considered relevance of the articles to our study and reputability of the 

publishers/authors. However, given the time limits, it was impossible to review all 
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hits/result but a comprehensive screening was performed on relevant titles or abstracts. 

The above search terms returned below hits for reviews: 

 

Search terms 

 

Filtered hits/results 

Google 

Scholar 

Scopus Proquest 

“virtual” 3,230,000 
results  

20043014 

results 

85 results 

“virtual lab” 1,380,000 
results 

1774825 
results 

13 results 

“distance 
laboratory” 

4,530,000 
results 

2966567 
results 

33 results 

“virtualization” 84,600 results 528056 
results 

10 results 

“client server 
security” 

365,000 
results 

878619 
results 

2 results 

“vulnerabilities 
testing” 

85,400 results 133065 
results 

4 results 

“client server 
lab” 

76,300 results 180935 
results 

3 results 

“remote lab” 1,090,000 
results 

1274695 
results 

19 results 

Note: This results changes with time 

Table 1: Hits for reviews 

The above results were further screened to isolate more relevant and related literatures for 

of our review purpose. Unrelated/irrelevant results were skimmed leaving out critical 

material for this work. Our choice of scope filtered further for article published between 

2005-2013 (with exception of relevance). This simplified our review process and also 

provided insight on virtualized remote laboratories and what have been covered so far in 

the subject area. Among educational journal picked during this literature filtering are tabled 

below: 
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Scientific journal, proceedings or scholarly writings Web Link 

ACM Computing Surveys http://csur.acm.org/ 

International Federation for Information Processing, http://www.ifip.org/ 

Australasian Journal of 
Educational Technology 

http://www.ascilite.org.au/ajet/ajet.html 

Methodological Innovation Online http://www.pbs.plym.ac.uk/mi/ 

INTECH: International Journal of Engineering Business Management http://www.intechopen.com/journals/ 

International Federation of Automatic Control http://www.ifac-control.org/ 

IEEE:Workshop on Information Assurance and Security  http://www.ieee.org/index.html 

Journal of Information Technology Education: Innovations in Practice http://www.informingscience.us/icarus/journals/jiteiip 

International Association of Engineers 
(IAENG):World Congress on Engineering and Computer Science 

http://www.iaeng.org 
 

International Journal of Technology Management 
 

http://www.inderscience.com/jhome.php?jcode=IJTM  

Proceedings of the 9th ACM SIGITE conference on Information 
technology Education 

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1414558  

Global Engineering Education Conference (EDUCON), 2012 IEEE http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6196361  

e-Business Engineering (ICEBE), 2010 IEEE 7th International 
Conference on Engineering. 

 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6196361  

The International Journal of Technology, Knowledge and Society http://ijt.cgpublisher.com/   

International Journal of Technology and Design Education http://www.springer.com/education+%26+language/learning+%26+instruction/journal/10798 
 

Proceedings of Second IEEE International Conference on  

e-Science and Grid Computing  (e-Science'06) 

http://ictlogy.net/bibliography/reports/projects.php?idp=1186 
 

International Online Journal of Educational Sciences, 2010 http://www.iojes.net  
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Surprisingly, most of designed virtual lab filtered by our search parameters did not cover 

remote vulnerabilities testing of client-server topology in a virtual lab. We took this as 

scholarly gap and believe through this project new knowledge on attacking client-server 

topology on distance/remote virtualized lab environment will be created for reference and 

improvements. Below is our detailed review. 

 

3.1 Review on virtual lab for student’s practical remote learning
x

 (RQ.1). 

3.1.1 Related Work: Wireless and Mobile Communication Lab and Control 

Engineering. 

Creation of virtual laboratory for distance learning courses has become recently so 

important for engineering and technology education, Nassar et al (2012)20.Nassar and 

Motaz et al (2012)27 introduced remote laboratory environment via developing virtual 

wireless and mobile communication environment. In their paper, they introduced remote 

access techniques for wireless and mobile communication lab. This lab was designed as 

one of the distance learning courses (pg.5). Our development differs by basing on client-

server architecture for vulnerabilities assessment but substantiating Nassar remote lab 

development for distance students. 

Other scholars, Gillet et al (2005)28 developed a distributed laboratory to support and 

enhance the delivery of on-line courses on the topic of control engineering. This 

laboratory enables remote students to perform practical experimentation on real 

equipment located in various geographical locations. The remote users are provided with 

realtime video views of the equipment combined with virtual reality representations to 

reinforce the pedagogical efficiency of the experience and to facilitate the interactivity of 

the students with the system. Students may carry out a number of pedagogically valuable 

                                                 
x We reviewed two categories of related studies. One, studies related to virtual lab designing, second, studies related to 

client-server security, i.e. studies related to attack and defenses. 
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non-destructive experiments in the distributed laboratory and observe in real-time the 

results of their actions, individually or collectively, Gillet et al (2005?)21. Although we fall 

on the same concept of remote lab or virtualized laboratories for distance student 

learning, our development does not focuses on distributed laboratories rather a “tailored 

approach” to suite students changing needs. Gillet applied client-server architecture upon 

which the distributed laboratory relies. The server manages the communication and the 

I/O peripherals. The client-server architecture implemented on this project serves as 

“access model” thus users are able to access lab resources via a PC client contrary to our 

implementation which relies on “testing model” of attacking the virtualized topology for 

student learning. 

 

3.1.2 Related Work: Creation of UniMilan Virtual Lab 
21

: 

 Different universities and higher learning institute implement virtual lab to replace 

traditional physical laboratory platform since virtual interaction is the leading standard 

issue in many technologies - based courses21. Virtual laboratories provide experiments in 

electronic based platform via remote access with simulation systems in place to represent 

a real life situation. University of Milan developed Open Source Virtual Lab29 which 

composed three major entities as follows: 

i. e-Learning platform which aims to provide access to course contents, virtual lab 

      and interaction with teachers and tutors. 

ii. Virtual server which implements an informatics laboratory which provides 

students with real working environment. The server comprises pool of Virtual 

Machines (VM) assigned to students, and firewall to block all unauthorized 

traffic. 

iii. Student web browser, which acts as user interface between students and the heart 

     of the virtual laboratory. 
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On this open virtual lab users are identified by their usernames and passwords. Users are 

able to interact with following services upon granted access: 

i. Communication Services, with this service, students keeps in touch with 

the coursemates, teachers and participate in the course forums. 

ii. Community services were profiles and information for teachers, tutors and 

students are kept. 

iii. Teaching services that gives student access to course contents, video 

lessons and exercises etc. 

iv. Calendar services which reminds student on deadlines and their study 

timetable. 

However engineers focused on teaching segment were they implemented a virtual 

platform for students to establish connection to virtual laboratory connected via 

dedicated firewall which manages incoming traffic for virtual server security 

assurances. Each Virtual Machine in this lab operates in sealed environment thus 

students can use VMxi operating systems on experimental tasks. Communication 

between VM and students is enabled via sshxii connection through defined ports. The 

lab facilitates teaching activities such as making simple applications, network 

programming, firewall configuring and data routing tabling. Below figures depicts 

UniMilan Virtual lab systems structure: 

                                                 
xi

 Virtual machine (VM) is a simulation of a machine (abstract or real) that is usually different from the target 

machine (where it is being simulated on). Virtual machines may be based on specifications of a hypothetical computer 
or emulate the computer architecture and functions of a real world computer. 
 
xii Secure Shell (SSH) is a cryptographic network protocol for secure data communication, remote shell services or 
command execution and other secure network services between two networked computers that connects, via a secure 
channel over an insecure network, a server and a client (running SSH server and SSH client programs, respectively. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_machine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Shell
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Figure 3
21

:  UniMilan Virtual Lab Systems Structure 

Although this (UniMilan) lab focused on open source environment, our study focuses on 

designing a client-server security based virtual lab were security testing in the proprietary 

software environment can be unfold and solved by students through learning exercises. 

Our environment focused on three-tier aspects of hardware, windows operating systems 

and virtulization software (VMware and Vyatta) or virtual machines (which functions as 

real machines in a sealed environment with isolated disk and memory for integrity and 

fault tolerances). 

 

 3.1.3 Related Work: Creation of SOFTICE: Scalable, Open Source, Fully Transparent 

and Inexpensive Clustering for Education Virtual Lab Project
30

. 

Gaspar23 (et al) studies covers different networked and virtual laboratory for educational 

purposes. Their work discusses utilization of virtual machine technologies and linux 

clustering to improve undergraduate students hands on learning in operating systems 

laboratories. The project depends on Linux User Mode (UML) for students’ privileged 

access to Linux system with minimal security breaches on the network host. SOFTICE 

projects implemented two approaches; one facilitates Linux-based laboratories adoption 

via load balancing cluster from recycled classroom computers which remotely serves virtual 
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machines access and second aspect; proposition for students to interact lively with the 

kernel code. Our approach proposes students learning of key concepts of security 

assurances and implementation via conducting different categories of attacks on this virtual 

lab. Thus students should have lively interaction of client-server data flow for security 

learning.  The study problem statement states that (SOFTICE, pg 30) “Laboratories’ 

hands-on experience can significantly improve an undergraduate student’s understanding 

of operating systems.  Despite their complexity, “real” operating systems help clarifying 

lectures by exposing the motivations and roots of the concepts, algorithms and tradeoff 

being discussed. Doing so can help students “make sense” of facts rather than merely 

memorizing them (thus introducing deductive and active learning dynamics”.  We 

substantiate this problem statement by implementing virtualized laboratory environment 

for LTU Security students to practically improve understandings of security taught courses. 

SOFTICE configuration enables students accessibility via SSH or X-Windows which 

connects to the master host or a gateway into the lab environment. Lab scalability is 

implemented by utilizing a cluster of computer nodes created using PCs and Warewulf 

cluster toolkit. Using Warewulf cluster ensures dynamic addition of hardware, automatic 

Load-balancing for flexible cluster expansion.  Networking in this lab is implemented 

through UML switches which also act as network hub31. The virtualization efficiency in this 

project is facilitated via Copy on Write (CoW) file systems. Cow enables systems to store 

single read-only image to serve as base image for Virtual Machines with same read-write 

image. This reduces system space. 
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3.2 Review on remotely testing vulnerabilities of client-server topology in a 

distant virtual lab.(RQ.2) 

3.2.1 Creation of SECurity Education Virtual Lab Project. 

SEED (i.e. SEcurity EDucation)32  lab project utilized virtualization as lab environment for 

group of assignments in computer security education. SEED project was primarily 

motivated to provide common environment for lab exercises in multiple areas of computer 

security specifically on Linux and Minix operating systems. Differentiating it with SEED 

our project base is on Windows operating systems. SEED projects applied VMware to 

hosts VMs running Linux as main operating system. The important aspect of this project is 

that both Linux and Minix are open source software and we implemented proprietary 

software on our implementation. In addition to providing environment for lab exercises, 

SEED project host library of assignments covering variety of areas. Our virtual designs 

aims not to host library of assignment rather giving students a flexible platform to design 

and implement different client-server  security roles such as on web server, mail, datacenter 

etc, providing a wide area for student to analyze and understand systems security in a 

client-server environment, vulnerabilities assessment and discoveries. 

SEED project realizes the importance of experiential learning as proven approach to 

assure student understanding of concepts or curriculum of subject taught. However, the 

project point out that (pg.1) computer security education do not have (in comparison with 

other computing fields) widely adopted laboratory exercises that can be used to enhance 

students experiential learning. SEED project mission was to develop suite of well designed 

instructional laboratories that can be used in computer security courses to improve student 

learning. Our study substantiate this mission by developing a virtual lab were LTU security 

students can flexibly learn security concepts. 
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SEED26 project categorized labs into three aspects considering their nature or intentions: 

i) Explorative Labs which is lab aiming to achieve learning by exploring. The lab enables 

students’ exploration on existing system to understand security concepts, principles and 

ideas. In these labs, students can interact with key security component to learn computer 

security. 

ii) Design and Implementation Labs which enable students learning via secure systems 

development. Students applies security concepts, principles or ideas for secure by design 

approach. 

iii) Vulnerability or attack Labs which aim to learn from mistakes. Since vulnerabilities are 

result of system error or design fault, (i.e. in configurations or implementation) the labs 

enables students to have hands on experiences with live vulnerabilities or security 

loopholes. 

Our study follows two categories of lab; one, explorative via enabling to understand 

existing system security concepts such as attacks, vulnerabilities, and defenses; and second, 

vulnerability or attack lab categories since students are encouraged to identifying 

vulnerabilities, developing attack to exploit these vulnerabilities and can fix or defend 

against the attacks. 

The above lab categories acts as benchmark for our development, however  focusing on 

virtualising client and server topology for students to conduct varieties of attacks as 

instructed by their teacher on the architecture.  
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3.3 Literature Gap Identification and our expected contribution. 

Basing on literature review, we realized that no mechanisms or methodologies is 

documented guiding the creation of distance virtual lab or remote lab to cutter for 

distance students’ vulnerabilities testing of client-server architectures for educational 

purposes.  

Also most related project provides readymade instructional lab assignment (eg SEED); 

our approach focuses on enabling students to tailor their own vulnerability testing 

depending on their study nature (thus flexibility on students’ testings). 

 In another contribution, we applied Windows platform and VMware software which are 

proprietary software running in a “closed source code” scheme for remote attack 

testings. Most of project reviewed applied open source operating systems of Linux, 

Minix (eg SEED, SOFTICE,) and Xen (for virtualization). 

Despite that little have been documented (for proprietary softwares i.e. Windows) in the 

context of virtual environment for client-server students security testing, our choice of 

Windows considers closed access to its  source code which is termed as more secured 

compared to open source (Brown,2002)33. Brown (2002)33 argue that `if the software is in 

the public domain, then potential hackers have also had the opportunity to study the 

software closely to determine its vulnerabilities easier than closed'. 

 

3.4 Design Principles 

Since our study involved designing of client-server virtual lab platform, we incorporated 

creative activities guided by good design principles to attain systems user satisfactions. 

These principlesxiii, adopted from Padman’s (2002) designing a virtual lab study and Bahill 

(Principles of Good Systems Design, 2008) were considered as best benchmark for our 

                                                 
xiii Principles are fundamental rules or segments which in composition serve as foundation of a systems or model; it is 

referred as accepted rule of action or conduct. 
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design research. The desirable principles were adopted during virtual lab configuration 

and taken as evaluation window. These principles are as listed below: 

Heterogeneous principle: The lab should enable configuration of multiple systems 

software and accommodate multiple configurations.Homogenoues environment does 

not suite student learning lab since it limits flexibility of installations and configurations.  

Vikram, (2006)34 states that virtual lab should comprises multiple platforms since 

homogeneous environment does not suits flexibility for student learning. 

Reconfigurable
xiv

: Flexibility is a must in any virtual environment for student learning, 

Vikram, (2006).Design should supports reconfiguration to suits new requirements 

Padman (2002). Depending on user requirements and demands, designs should not limit 

users from attaining flexibility Padman (2002). The environment should be flexibility 

enough for new configuration to cutter for newly student/user demands, Burd (2009). 

Realistic and accessibility: The lab should provide practical and experience to students 

in a network environment that is close, in terms of complexity, to a network that they 

might encounter in a real world enterprise and should be easily accessible for users 

Padman (2002). 

Remote configurability
35

: The virtual lab design should considers flexibility for 

engineers/developers to configure their virtual networks remotely with few interactions 

with host administrator. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
xiv Reconfigurable is a nortion to which systems is flexible to change and adaptability to new requirements. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Methodological Approaches 

 

4.0 Empirical Settings and data: 

Our empirical settings focused on addressing actual problem situation of distance student 

learning through practical exercises at university level (LTU) via research evaluation, 

interventions and construct reference artifact(virtual environment) that addresses 

methodologies for establishing a virtualized client-server lab for vulnerabilities or systems 

problems assessment. Our study methodology followed Design Researchxv processes 

described by Vaishnavi (2004)36 as illustrated below: 

 

Figure 4: Design Research Methodologies
42

 as applied 

                                                 
xv  The term “design research” combines two reasonably well-understood areas of practice, research and design, resulting 

in a seemingly meaningful merger roughly equivalent to the investigation of knowledge through purposeful design. In 

this regard numerous authors have articulated design research as both the study of design and the process of knowledge 

production that occurs through the act of design. 

 

http://www.idsa.org/sites/default/files/Faste.pdf
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Our process steps took into account different design research phases to achieve our 

research objective. These phases are as: awareness of problem, suggestion, development, 

evaluation and conclusion. 

4.1 Awareness of problem 

Design research is sometimes called “Improvement Research” and this designation 

emphasizes the problem-solving/performance-improving nature of the activity. 

Vaishnavi (2004)37. Absence of virtual platform (online/distance basis) for LTU distance 

students to conduct practical exercises on client-server security loopholes and 

vulnerabilities invited us to develop an artifact as a solution for this learning gap 

(awareness of the problem). Our research effort was driven by wide discoveries of 

different client-server vulnerabilities (inclusive of windows client-server systems 

vulnerabilities) despite of the topology being well known and applied in many business 

enterprises settings. Students are to practice and learn different security concepts and 

issues via laboratory experiments relating to client/server vulnerabilities on this lab. 

Different researchers have discovered and commented on client-server systems in terms 

of security issues and applicability’s.  Example in Common Vulnerabilities and Exposure 

List, (CVE -2011-0760), one windows client/server vulnerability is explained as “ 

Multiple cross-site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerabilities in the configuration screen in 

wp-relatedposts.php in the WP Related Posts plugin 1.0 for WordPress allow remote 

attackers to hijack the authentication of administrators for requests that insert cross-site 

scripting (XSS) sequences via the (1) wp_relatedposts_title, (2) wp_relatedposts_num, or 

(3) wp_relatedposts_type parameter”
38

.  Typical other windows client-server 

vulnerabilities examples as discovered by other engineers  (from CVE Details ) are listed 

below: 
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Figure 5
41

: Windows Server Vulnerabilities 

Existance of these various vulnerabilities(as highlighted above) serves as inspirational 

facts for our research efforts to present scholarly artifact were client-server architecture 

can be tested virtually/remotely with students as learning. The originality of our design 

research ideas lies on the fact that   distance and campus students will have opportunity 

of testing powerful and interesting client-server tools such as Windows 2008 R2 server 

which is well-secured38 as well as attack tools such as NMAP, ZENMAP, Backtrack 5 

etc.  Our scope on problem formulation interchange with Panholzer (2008) two 

principles: Practice-Inspired and Theory-Ingrained Artifact were the study views field 

problems theoretically and later emphasizes practical solutions to these problems (i.e 

demand for client-server virtual lab for student practicals).39 Awareness of this problem 

created a thesis proposal to bridge the learning gap. 
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4.2 Suggestion 

Suggestions for a problem solution are abductively drawn from the existing 

knowledge/theory base for the problem area (Pierce, 2001).40
 

On this stage, design settings was adopted in consideration of problem formulated by 

previous stage. Theoretical framework were problems are found (practical learning gap, 

vulnerabilities existance and remote lab testings) and stamped with research questions 

which leads to actual design implementation (solution).  

However the empirical setting on design implementation focuses on how the 

experimental testing to windows client-server system can be conducted and evaluated to 

provide students learning environment as stipulated on the research questions. Through 

virtual environment set up of windows client and server different attack techniques was 

subjected and result be recorded as evaluations. 

 

4.3 Development 

 An attempt to implementing an artifact according to the suggested solution is performed 

next. This stage is known as Development as shown in the above diagram. Development 

can  be partially or fully successful implementations, Vaishnavi (2004)37
 

At first, our development targeted virtual configuration composed of Windows Server 

2008 R2, firewall, mail server, database and a proxy. Cisco Packet Tracer was used as 

simulation tool to configure the logical network. Below illustration depicts how we 

logically set up the system:  
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Figure 6:  Initial Logical set up. 

 

Given the fact that LTU virtual’s lab was limited from a hardware point of view (space 

and memory), we modified our final design to suite this hardware setback, however, we 

kept the study main goal and ideas.  

 

Figure 7: Design as per hardware setback. 

 

Our virtual testing’s focused on vulnerabilities and weaknesses related to Windows 

Server 2008 and Windows 7; the study conducted two attack techniques and collect data 

from all network components. The technique included information gathering (port 

scanning), vulnerability assessment (sql injection), access maintenances (DOS), and 
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penetration test (port scanning) targeting windows server 2008 and observe systems 

behavior during attack session. Evaluations of these techniques were solely depending on 

systems behaviour arises from attack techniques. 

 

Researchers observed the systems behaviors to find out on the malicious systems 

response in this virtual lab setting.  The standard taken as measures includes the nortion 

of systems availability, data confidentiality, data integrity, and any other security 

principles such as authenticity and non-repudiations. The study virtual testing is not 

quantifiable, therefore researchers did holistic interpretation of the data collected and 

analyzed in this virtual lab configuration. 

4.4 Evaluation 

Hevner (2004) points out that the selection of evaluation methods must be matched 

appropriately with the designed artifact and the selected evaluation metrics. He argues via 

listing five evaluative methods which details analytical, descriptive, observational, 

experimental and testing methodologies. Our choice falls on experimental methodology 

(we simulated a client-server topology) as well testing methodology since we virtually 

tested different client-server vulnerabilities. IT artifacts can be evaluated in terms of 

functionality, completeness, consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, fit 

with the organization, and other relevant quality attributes, Hevner, (2004). 

Vulnerability testing's (for evaluation) were subjected to our configuration to establish 

system behavior and performances. The first attack we performed involves initiating 

Zenmapxvi scanning, as shown in the below screenshot. 

                                                 
xvi Zenmap is the official Nmap Security Scanner GUI. It is a multi-platform (Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, BSD, etc.) 

http://nmap.org/zenmap/  

http://nmap.org/zenmap/
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Figure 8: ZenMap scanning snapshot 

 

 

Figure 9: ZenMap scanning ports 
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   Figure 10: ZenMap scanning ports 

 

The scanning results can be seen on the log file, which has identified operating systems, 

open ports, used services and other information relevant for system intrusion.  

The second attack we performed on the MySQLxvii database. We created a user called 

“test” and apply password crack using the sqlmap option.  We have annexed our results 

logs at end of this report. 

                                                 
xvii SQL=Structured Query Language which is a special-purpose programming language designed for managing data held 

in a relational database management systems. 
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   Figure 11: SQLmap attack 

The third attack that has been performed, was a Denial of Service attack on Windows 

2008 R2, more precisely, using the Backtrack tool as illustrated below. 

 

         Figure 12: Denial of Service (DoS) attack 
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As a result, we have observed a small increase of the CPU usage on our server, as can be 

seem in the following picture: 

 

      Figure 13: Server CPU usage 

 

In addition to above evaluation, we also described (i.e. descriptive evaluation) our artifact 

with design principles (adopted from Padman, 2002) stipulated before (page 43). The 

applicability of these principles in reflection to our design relies on: 

Principle of heterogeneous: The lab supports multiples platform from vendors. To cope 

with attack trends the lab cutters different multiple vendors systems. Currently, we have 

installed multiple systems such as Backtrack Distribution 5, VMware, Windows 2008 R2, 

however, this setup can be replaced with a different one without much difficulties.  

Vikram, (2006)41 states that a virtual lab should comprises multiple platforms since 

homogeneous environment does not suits flexibility for student learning, which is the 

case in our particular setup. 

Principle of re-configurability: The environment accommodates different systems 

installation depending on the student practical exercises requirements. New attacks may 

require different set up or configurations. New attacks targeting client-server architecture 
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can be engineered after reconfiguration of the platform. The virtual environment 

considers flexibility depending on nature of the attack targeting client-server model. This 

requirement is fulfilled as well by our design. 

Principle of remote configuration: Since this design targeted distance/off campus 

students as well campus student we configured the environment remotely without 

physical interaction with the host hardware. The host hardware is accessible via internet 

connection. Through machine virtualization, different virtual clients were configured via 

VMware. 

Realistic, usability and accessibility:  The lab provides practical and experience platform 

for students in a client-server security environment which they might encounter in a real 

world enterprise. The design considers actual student access to the client-server model 

via simulating a real client-server situation.  However this principle was implemented via 

vyatta graphic user interface (GUI). 

 

4.5 Conclusions Stage. 

Normally, conclusion indicates termination of a specific design project. At the end of our 

report, we concluded via pointing out directions for next improvement of our research 

artifact. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Design Implementation and Testing of Virtual Environment  

 

4.0 Setting up the virtual client-server environment. 

Our discussion on this chapter focuses on set up details and how we configured this 

virtual environment to address our previously discussed research questions. The set up 

involves configuration of different systems components to make up overall virtual 

environment in reflection to our research questions. Among systems components 

facilitated our configurations are: 

Hardwares 

Lulea University of Technology (LTU) provided us with hardware for hosting this virtual 

environment. Below are details specifying our hardware and software for our 

virtualisation. 

Operating Systems (OS) 

Microsoft ® Windows Server ® 2008 SP2, x86/x64 (x64 includes Hyper-V ®) 

Microsoft ® Windows ® Small Business Server 2008 

Microsoft ® Windows SQL Server ® 2008 R2  

Microsoft ® Windows Server ® 2008 R2 SP1 x64 (includes Hyper-V v2) 

Microsoft ® Windows 7® 6.1 (Build 7601: Service Pack 1)        

BackTrack® 5 R2 BackTrack Linux – Penetration Testing Distribution 

 

Others OS 

Novell ® SUSE ® Linux ® Enterprise Server, 

Red Hat ® Enterprise Linux ® 

Vyatta® Network OS Networking for x86 Servers. 
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Storage 

Hard disks options for: 

Near Line SAS (7200 r / min), SATA (5400 r / min , 7200 r / min) Maximum internal 

storage: Up to 6 TB. 

Options for hard disks (wired): 2.5-inch SATA SSD, SAS (10 000 r / min) 3.5 SAS (15 

000 r / min) 

 

Memory 

Up to 32 GB (4 DIMM slots) 1, 2, 4, 8 GB DDR3 up to 1333 MHz 

 

Processor 

Quad-core processor in the family, Intel ® Xeon ® E3-1200 

Dual core processor in the series Intel Celeron ® G400 and G500 

Dual core processor in the family, the Intel Core ™ i3-2100 

Dual core processor in the series Intel ® G600 and G800 

Network Controller 

A Broadcom BCM 5716 dual-port 

 

Communications 

Broadcom ® NetXtreme ™ 5709 Gigabit Ethernet NIC Dual Port, copper, TOE, PCIe 

x4 

Broadcom ® NetXtreme ® 5 709 Gigabit Ethernet NIC Dual Port, copper, TOE / ISCI 

PCIe x4 

Broadcom ® NetXtreme ® II 5709 Gigabit Ethernet NIC four-port, copper, TOE / 

ISCI x4 PCIe. 

GbE adapter from Intel dual port Gigabit Ethernet NIC, PCIe x4 

GbE adapter from Intel with four ports, Gigabit Ethernet NIC, PCIe x4 
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To address our research questions, we deployed the lab environment via: 

 Creation of server remote access (i.e. accessing the LTU physical server remotely) via 

PPTP connection. 

 

Figure 14: Accessing LTU Physical Server via tunneling(Point-to-point) 

 

 

Figure 15: InfoSec Lab connected via Point-to-point 
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 Preparation of host machines (thus hardware and software based) via virtualization 

(VMware). 

 

Figure 16: VMware client installation 

 Connect to Virtual machines environment. 

 

Figure 17: Virtual environment access 
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 Open consoles. 

 

Figure 18:Open consoles 

 Installation of softwares (Server, Client and Database and attack tools) and 

configuring these for attack sessions. 

 Performing attacks and download results from the virtualized environment for 

assurance. 

 

However, our practical implementation set up entails configuration of different 

infrastructure consist of database server(SQL),windows server and Linux backtrack all 

secured by firewall and connected via router and switch (as shown on the diagram). The 

main OS platform was Windows Server 2008 R2 as Server while Windows 7 as 

workstation machines.  Networking infrastructure was configured via Vyatta42 

virtualizationxviii as business enterprises solution.  The network interceptions relied on 

packet processing such as Kernel NDIS Drivers43, WinSocket hook functions and also 

                                                 
xviii Virtualisation is creation of virtual machine or system in a user need not necessarily to know. Virtual machines are 

subjective to user point of view and objective to hardware or systems administrator point of view. 

        http://www.f5.com/pdf/white-papers/virtualization-defined-wp.pdf  

 

http://www.f5.com/pdf/white-papers/virtualization-defined-wp.pdf
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analysed Windows Network Infrastructure exploitation via steganography forms or 

backdoor injections. Switch was configured to link Servers with Windows 7 workstations 

which virtually act as client based machines. 

The purpose of this set up was to simulate student friendly environment to perform 

pedagogical attacks and defenses on a Windows 2008 server using the multi-tool 

Backtrack 5. The virtual platform set up allows attacker’s processes for efficiency and 

practicability of this study.   

 

4.1 Systems installation and vulnerabilities testing with Backtrack Distribution 

Since our objective includes conducting attacks to this virtual environment, we installed 

Linux Backtrack distribution. With Linux backtrack distributionxix, which acts as testing 

platform for systems security issues, and assess all network environments for loopholes, 

we assorted different vulnerabilities in the client-server platform (Windows) installed on 

this virtualized environment (indexed at the end). 

Our testing results was facilitated by backtrack distribution44, which mainly provided us 

with different security tools such as port scanners, penetration tools45 and password 

crackers. Our attacks focused on information gathering, vulnerability assessments, 

systems forensics, services attacks and through backtrack distribution, tools were 

comprehensively collected and applied to the virtual windows environment as discussed 

on previous chapters. Network mapper (nmap) was applied to scan for services or host 

in this topology in a virtualized set up.  Through this tool, different open and closed 

ports were scanned and reported with details such as uptime, device categories and 

services available. 

 

                                                 
xix Backtrack Distribution promotes a quick and easy way to find and update the largest database of security tools 

collection to-date. : http://www.backtrack-linux.org/  

 

http://www.backtrack-linux.org/
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Figure 19: Backtrack 5 as installed on the virtual lab 

 

Once the LTU physical server was available, our next task was to setup the virtual 

environment to implement the testing environment.  Our total amount memory was 32 

GBxx on the server allowing us to configure virtual network composed of Windows 2008 

R2 server, Windows 7 workstations and Backtrack 5 on Linux as we have previously 

discussed. Below figure depict our logic configuration design: 

 

Figure 20: Logical setup design 

 

                                                 
xx GB,Gigabytes which is 1024 Megabytes 
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Firstly we installed VMware vSpherexxi client on local machine as we needed it as 

‘preparatory’ set up for other virtual configurations.  Windows 2008 R2xxii server and 

Windows 7 workstation were installed on the virtual machine by using iso image files. 

Later, Linux Backtrack 5 was downloaded and installed on the virtual machine.  

We also installed MySQL 5.5xxiii server and IISxxiv on Windows 2008 R2 since these are very 

critical platforms for SQLxxv Injections and Web Server related attacks. 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Windows 2008 R2 Server as installed on the virtual lab  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
xxi VMware vSphere: http://www.vmware.com/products/datacenter-virtualization/vsphere/overview.html 

xxii Windows 2008 R2: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/dd459137.aspx  

xxiiiMySQL 5.5: http://dev.mysql.com/tech-resources/articles/introduction-to-mysql-55.html 

xxiv IIS, Internet Information Services: http://www.iis.net/  

xxv  SQL,Sequantial Query Language: http://www2.aao.gov.au/2dfgrs/Public/Release/Database/sql_intro.pdf 

http://www.personal.kent.edu/~bbutterf/portfolio/iste/one/SQL%20Networking%20Basics.pdf 

http://www.vmware.com/products/datacenter-virtualization/vsphere/overview.html
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/dd459137.aspx
http://dev.mysql.com/tech-resources/articles/introduction-to-mysql-55.html
http://www.iis.net/
http://www2.aao.gov.au/2dfgrs/Public/Release/Database/sql_intro.pdf
http://www.personal.kent.edu/~bbutterf/portfolio/iste/one/SQL%20Networking%20Basics.pdf
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4.2 Risks and limitations 

Most of our limitation resulted from memory and space. Few memory and space was 

allocated for our project limiting our project coverage scope in terms of systems roles 

and installations.However, we also experienced technical configuration difficulties 

especially with virtualization and network configuration. 

 

Another limitation was the fact that we configured the server distantly/remotely; 

therefore we didn’t have access to the “physical heart” of the lab.  Basically, the main 

idea was that the lab environment be available to both, on campus and remotely for 

students without any significant difference. To overcome this issue, we used virtual 

environment, based on VM Warexxvi, which were setup on the LTU Info Security Server.  

 Risks related to the setup are not very high, as our purpose was pedagogically motivated 

with no data confidentiality involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
xxvi VMware: http://www.vmware.com/products/workstation/overview.html 

 

http://www.vmware.com/products/workstation/overview.html
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Chapter 6 

 
Discussion, recommendations and conclusion. 

 

5.0 Discussion 

Number of courses taught at LTU are mostly focusing on advanced level of information 

security46.  The detailed courses (as shown on figure below ) prepares students  to work on 

business information handling thus practical skills for protection of business information 

asset in IT perspective is of great market value.    

However, in the below syllabus, our research effort was driven by four courses 

mentioned as A7005E Client Security Architecture, A7006E Server Security Architecture, 

A001E Security Architecture and A7011N Internet Security.  Our set up seconds these 

courses via adding practical concept to substantiate courses aims as stated below47 48: 

i. Explain identity and summarize the fundamental concepts, standards, 

importance, function and scope of client or server security architectures. 

ii. Analyze and design client or server security architecture features and 

functionality. 

iii. Given a scenario, design a client or server security architecture strategy via the 

application of an appropriate methodology. 

iv. Perform a review, of today’s state of the art products, in the area of client or 

server security architecture. 

v. Perform a review, of the academic trends and knowledge, in the area of client or 

server security architecture. 

vi. Analyze client or server security architecture requirements towards an 

organization’s security policy.  
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Figure 22: LTU Syllabus for Master of Information Security27 
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If instructor wants student to initiate or identify vulnerabilities on security architecture 

(be it server or client) the set up provide avenue for students to tailor vulnerabilities as 

suites the course aim. Example, instructor wants students to understand cross site 

scripting vulnerability, students creates a web server since cross-site scripting (XSS) is 

commonly found in web application. The attack set up will includes browser with header 

extension, apache web server (for hosting website), and message board application were 

XSS vulnerability will be introduced and allow student to post arbitrary JavaScript 

messages on board. Students learn this vulnerability via exploiting it through malicious 

message posting and victimize client machine. 

However, we propose that although focus was to develop artifact for above courses, 

wide coverage of as many as computer security aspects would be valuable since 

instructors should find a way to appropriately teach regardless of this concept. To 

support this, we believe two strategies26 can help instructors find which laboratory 

exercises or teaching mechanism suits computer security courses. These strategies are 

course-based strategy and principle-based strategy
26. In course-based strategies, the lab 

exercises can be grouped based on their specific courses (example Client Security 

Architecture) while principle-based strategy, the lab exercises are grouped depending on 

principle of systems security (i.e. not specific to course taught). 

 

The goal set on this thesis was to offer Information Security Master’s students a platform 

for hands on work. LTU’s virtual lab offers multiple useful tools that gives students the 

opportunity of touching VMWare, virtual operating systems, attack tools such as NMAP, 

Zenmap and many others.  

The idea of a virtual lab is present in many other universities and described in a number 

of scholarly literatures. We have reviewed several other virtual labs examples: University 

of Milan Open Source Virtual Lab and Security Education Virtual Lab Project (SEED) 
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(as discussed on literature section). However, this thesis concentrated on a particular 

setup using MS Windows 2008 R2 server and Backtrack 5.0 as client. LTU’s virtual lab 

design and implementation gives distance students the opportunity of getting hands-on 

experience. Our testing environment was client-server based offering attack platform, but 

we argue this as only initial step towards implementing further types of virtualized attacks 

and tests in the future. We also installed a MySql database in order to perform various 

attacks for pedagogical purposes.  

 

5.1 Recommendations and conclusions. 

Through our tentative design, active participation is encouraged via helping students to: 

 Understand relationship between client-server and network security concepts or 

issues, causes and their effects or impacts. 

 Motivate students practically and keeps them engaged to learning. 

 Improve student understandings via simulations and live client-server attacks. 

 

As a conclusion, the study realizes that in most of cases physical learning laboratory are 

limited with remote access thus to access lab resources, students have to be physically 

available in the respective laboratory. 

Our study was narrowed to client-server topology, however in the future several areas 

can be of necessity for expansion to accommodate other complex topologies such as 

service oriented architecture, N-tier, and any other curriculum related topology. Through 

this idea, course instructors can restructure their teaching modality to incorporate lab 

based assignment to motivate student learning via practical testing. 

However, future research invites modification and improvement of virtual learning 

environment from single based assignment of client-server to more complex and flexible 
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laboratory assignments. The future research opportunity lies on providing virtualization 

learning simplicity, flexible and can be hosted in very reasonable/inexpensive cost 

hardwares. However study expansion could cover methodologies for accommodating 

varieties advanced virtualization features for complex laboratory projects. 

Since our idea was limited to client-server topology for student lab environment, future 

coverage could cover more flexible and wide areas of systems security. 

For LTU to implement this modality on curriculum development and student learning, 

physical hardware with enough memory and space should be procured to host large 

number of virtual machine and complex configurations. 

The implementation of LTU’s virtual lab was done in parallel with our own setup, which 

sometimes slowed down our work. We encourage new students to continue our work 

with new and interesting attacks and defenses in an innovative manner. As LTU’s virtual 

lab hardware will eventually become better, a more complex design can be implemented, 

for better design.  

In nutshell, our study argues on virtual lab development as best practices for students 

testing security issues through their learning curve. The study best practices consider four 

main concepts for designing security virtual laboratories which are Accessibility, Remote 

configurability, Reconfigurable and Heterogeneous principle. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Below are details collected from Scanning log files : 

Starting Nmap 5.61TEST4 ( http://nmap.org ) at 2012-05-31 17:49 EDT 

NSE: Loaded 87 scripts for scanning. 

NSE: Script Pre-scanning. 

Initiating ARP Ping Scan at 17:49 

Scanning 104 hosts [1 port/host] 

Completed ARP Ping Scan at 17:49, 1.44s elapsed (104 total hosts) 

Initiating Parallel DNS resolution of 104 hosts. at 17:49 

Completed Parallel DNS resolution of 104 hosts. at 17:50, 13.00s elapsed 

Initiating Parallel DNS resolution of 1 host. at 17:50 

Completed Parallel DNS resolution of 1 host. at 17:50, 13.00s elapsed 

Initiating SYN Stealth Scan at 17:50 

Scanning 7 hosts [1000 ports/host] 

Discovered open port 80/tcp on 192.168.200.3 

Discovered open port 80/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 80/tcp on 192.168.200.100 

Discovered open port 443/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 22/tcp on 192.168.200.3 

Discovered open port 22/tcp on 192.168.200.1 

Discovered open port 22/tcp on 192.168.200.2 

Discovered open port 80/tcp on 192.168.200.40 

Discovered open port 443/tcp on 192.168.200.40 

Discovered open port 81/tcp on 192.168.200.3 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.1 in 0.43s (6 hosts left) 
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Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.2 in 0.43s (5 hosts left) 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.3 in 0.45s (4 hosts left) 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.6 in 0.45s (3 hosts left) 

Discovered open port 22/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 135/tcp on 192.168.200.100 

Discovered open port 3389/tcp on 192.168.200.100 

Discovered open port 445/tcp on 192.168.200.100 

Discovered open port 8100/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 427/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 5989/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 8000/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Discovered open port 49154/tcp on 192.168.200.100 

Discovered open port 902/tcp on 192.168.200.9 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.100 in 5.25s (2 hosts left) 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan against 192.168.200.9 in 5.56s (1 host left) 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan at 17:50, 22.28s elapsed (7000 total ports) 

Initiating Service scan at 17:50 

Scanning 20 services on 7 hosts 

Completed Service scan at 17:52, 101.49s elapsed (20 services on 7 hosts) 

Initiating OS detection (try #1) against 7 hosts 

Retrying OS detection (try #2) against 6 hosts 

Retrying OS detection (try #3) against 3 hosts 

Retrying OS detection (try #4) against 3 hosts 

Retrying OS detection (try #5) against 3 hosts 

NSE: Script scanning 7 hosts. 
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Initiating NSE at 17:52 

Completed NSE at 17:53, 40.89s elapsed 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.1 

Host is up (0.0016s latency). 

Not shown: 999 closed ports 

PORT   STATE SERVICE VERSION 

22/tcp open  ssh     OpenSSH 5.5p1 Debian 6+squeeze1 (protocol 2.0) 

| ssh-hostkey: 1024 7e:a6:c3:69:f1:ba:c5:56:14:d2:4a:07:89:08:d1:c4 (DSA) 

|_2048 0a:9f:83:c3:bf:7c:98:63:d3:fe:ea:12:40:16:71:b1 (RSA) 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:D3:CB:D6 (VMware) 

No exact OS matches for host (If you know what OS is running on it, see 

http://nmap.org/submit/ ). 

TCP/IP fingerprint: 

OS:SCAN(V=5.61TEST4%E=4%D=5/31%OT=22%CT=1%CU=44670%PV=Y%DS

=1%DC=D%G=Y%M=000 

OS:C29%TM=4FC7E849%P=i686-pc-linux-

gnu)SEQ(SP=105%GCD=1%ISR=109%TI=Z%CI=Z%I 

OS:I=I%TS=7)OPS(O1=M5B4ST11NW6%O2=M5B4ST11NW6%O3=M5B4NNT11

NW6%O4=M5B4ST11NW 

OS:6%O5=M5B4ST11NW6%O6=M5B4ST11)WIN(W1=3890%W2=3890%W3=3890

%W4=3890%W5=3890 

OS:%W6=3890)ECN(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3908%O=M5B4NNSNW6%CC=Y%

Q=)T1(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41% 

OS:S=O%A=S+%F=AS%RD=0%Q=)T2(R=N)T3(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3890%

S=O%A=S+%F=AS%O=M5B 
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OS:4ST11NW6%RD=0%Q=)T4(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O

=%RD=0%Q=)T5(R=Y%DF=Y 

OS:%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%Q=)T6(R=Y%DF=Y%T=4

1%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O=%R 

OS:D=0%Q=)T7(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%

Q=)U1(R=Y%DF=N%T=41%IP 

OS:L=164%UN=0%RIPL=G%RID=G%RIPCK=G%RUCK=G%RUD=G)IE(R=Y

%DFI=N%T=41%CD=S) 

 

Uptime guess: 15.442 days (since Wed May 16 07:17:11 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=262 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: All zeros 

Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:kernel 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   1.61 ms 192.168.200.1 

 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.2 

Host is up (0.0025s latency). 

Not shown: 999 closed ports 

PORT   STATE SERVICE VERSION 

22/tcp open  ssh     OpenSSH 5.9p1 Debian 5ubuntu1 (protocol 2.0) 

| ssh-hostkey: 1024 8d:14:82:f9:77:5e:76:e6:71:15:5c:b6:41:1a:c7:a6 (DSA) 
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|_2048 f4:ec:57:ce:6c:1a:3c:ca:98:de:b8:05:50:9e:72:81 (RSA) 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:5E:D8:14 (VMware) 

No exact OS matches for host (If you know what OS is running on it, see 

http://nmap.org/submit/ ). 

TCP/IP fingerprint: 

OS:SCAN(V=5.61TEST4%E=4%D=5/31%OT=22%CT=1%CU=41031%PV=Y%DS

=1%DC=D%G=Y%M=000 

OS:C29%TM=4FC7E849%P=i686-pc-linux-

gnu)SEQ(SP=107%GCD=1%ISR=106%TI=Z%CI=Z%I 

OS:I=I%TS=8)OPS(O1=M5B4ST11NW4%O2=M5B4ST11NW4%O3=M5B4NNT11

NW4%O4=M5B4ST11NW 

OS:4%O5=M5B4ST11NW4%O6=M5B4ST11)WIN(W1=3890%W2=3890%W3=3890

%W4=3890%W5=3890 

OS:%W6=3890)ECN(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3908%O=M5B4NNSNW4%CC=Y%

Q=)T1(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41% 

OS:S=O%A=S+%F=AS%RD=0%Q=)T2(R=N)T3(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3890%

S=O%A=S+%F=AS%O=M5B 

OS:4ST11NW4%RD=0%Q=)T4(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O

=%RD=0%Q=)T5(R=Y%DF=Y 

OS:%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%Q=)T6(R=Y%DF=Y%T=4

1%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O=%R 

OS:D=0%Q=)T7(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%

Q=)U1(R=Y%DF=N%T=41%IP 

OS:L=164%UN=0%RIPL=G%RID=G%RIPCK=G%RUCK=G%RUD=G)IE(R=Y

%DFI=N%T=41%CD=S) 
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Uptime guess: 0.379 days (since Thu May 31 08:47:42 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=264 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: All zeros 

Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:kernel 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   2.45 ms 192.168.200.2 

 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.3 

Host is up (0.0093s latency). 

Not shown: 997 closed ports 

PORT   STATE SERVICE VERSION 

22/tcp open  ssh     OpenSSH 5.9p1 Debian 5ubuntu1 (protocol 2.0) 

| ssh-hostkey: 1024 8e:5c:73:6b:ac:27:15:82:82:c6:c4:31:12:a9:e2:d5 (DSA) 

|_2048 f6:56:cc:d8:28:8f:fa:0c:79:cc:c1:99:9f:91:fd:2e (RSA) 

80/tcp open  http    Apache httpd 2.2.22 ((Ubuntu)) 

| http-title: Site doesn't have a title (text/html). 

|_Did not follow redirect to http://localhost/moodle/admin/index.php 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 303) 

81/tcp open  http    Apache httpd 2.2.22 ((Ubuntu)) 

| http-auth:  
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| HTTP/1.1 401 Authorization Required 

|_  Basic realm=Restricted Area. Your IP Address has been logged. 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 401) 

|_http-title: 401 Authorization Required 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:EE:B5:CD (VMware) 

No exact OS matches for host (If you know what OS is running on it, see 

http://nmap.org/submit/ ). 

TCP/IP fingerprint: 

OS:SCAN(V=5.61TEST4%E=4%D=5/31%OT=22%CT=1%CU=39696%PV=Y%DS

=1%DC=D%G=Y%M=000 

OS:C29%TM=4FC7E849%P=i686-pc-linux-

gnu)SEQ(SP=106%GCD=1%ISR=10D%TI=Z%CI=Z%I 

OS:I=I%TS=8)OPS(O1=M5B4ST11NW4%O2=M5B4ST11NW4%O3=M5B4NNT11

NW4%O4=M5B4ST11NW 

OS:4%O5=M5B4ST11NW4%O6=M5B4ST11)WIN(W1=3890%W2=3890%W3=3890

%W4=3890%W5=3890 

OS:%W6=3890)ECN(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3908%O=M5B4NNSNW4%CC=Y%

Q=)T1(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41% 

OS:S=O%A=S+%F=AS%RD=0%Q=)T2(R=N)T3(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=3890%

S=O%A=S+%F=AS%O=M5B 

OS:4ST11NW4%RD=0%Q=)T4(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O

=%RD=0%Q=)T5(R=Y%DF=Y 

OS:%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%Q=)T6(R=Y%DF=Y%T=4

1%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O=%R 
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OS:D=0%Q=)T7(R=Y%DF=Y%T=41%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%

Q=)U1(R=Y%DF=N%T=41%IP 

OS:L=164%UN=0%RIPL=G%RID=G%RIPCK=G%RUCK=G%RUD=G)IE(R=Y

%DFI=N%T=41%CD=S) 

 

Uptime guess: 6.555 days (since Fri May 25 04:33:51 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=262 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: All zeros 

Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:kernel 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   9.28 ms 192.168.200.3 

 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.6 

Host is up (0.00093s latency). 

All 1000 scanned ports on 192.168.200.6 are closed 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:76:04:3D (VMware) 

Too many fingerprints match this host to give specific OS details 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   0.93 ms 192.168.200.6 
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Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.9 

Host is up (0.00046s latency). 

Not shown: 991 filtered ports 

PORT     STATE  SERVICE         VERSION 

22/tcp   open   ssh             OpenSSH 5.6 (protocol 2.0) 

| ssh-hostkey: 1024 f9:64:bd:67:99:27:5f:dd:77:d9:70:0e:d6:89:a0:43 (DSA) 

|_2048 9b:b3:f1:02:d8:de:9b:c9:39:70:c8:09:b3:b7:f5:54 (RSA) 

80/tcp   open   http            VMware ESXi 4.0 Server httpd 

| http-title: Site doesn't have a title (text/html). 

|_Did not follow redirect to https://192.168.200.9/ 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 501) 

427/tcp  open   svrloc? 

443/tcp  open   ssl/http        VMware ESXi Server httpd 

|_http-title: " + ID_EESX_Welcome + " 

| ssl-cert: Subject: commonName=localhost.localdomain/organizationName=VMware, 

Inc/stateOrProvinceName=California/countryName=US 

| Issuer: organizationName=VMware Installer 

| Public Key type: rsa 

| Public Key bits: 2048 

| Not valid before: 2012-05-11 15:53:38 

| Not valid after:  2023-11-10 15:53:38 

| MD5:   73dd 530e c0f0 70b2 77a7 0b04 ac66 5d57 

|_SHA-1: 1aa8 267c 8239 1a56 9266 e69d b5fe 01cd 622a a4f1 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 501) 
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902/tcp  open   ssl/vmware-auth VMware Authentication Daemon 1.10 (Uses VNC, 

SOAP) 

|_ssl-cert: ERROR 

5988/tcp closed wbem-http 

5989/tcp open   tcpwrapped 

8000/tcp open   http-alt? 

8100/tcp open   tcpwrapped 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:84:87:20 (VMware) 

Device type: general purpose|specialized|storage-misc 

Running (JUST GUESSING): FreeBSD 7.X|8.X|5.X|6.X (95%), VMware ESX Server 

4.X|3.X (95%), Mirapoint embedded (89%) 

OS CPE: cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:7 cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:8 cpe:/o:vmware:esx_server:4 

cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:5.2.1 cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:6.2 cpe:/o:vmware:esx_server:3 

cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:6.0 

Aggressive OS guesses: FreeBSD 7.0-RELEASE-p1 - 8.2-RELEASE (95%), VMware 

ESXi Server 4.1 (95%), FreeBSD 5.2.1-RELEASE (94%), FreeNAS 0.686 (FreeBSD 6.2-

RELEASE) or VMware ESXi Server 3.0 - 4.0 (93%), FreeBSD 5.3 or 5.5 (x86) (93%), 

FreeNAS 0.69.2 (FreeBSD 6.3-STABLE - 6.4-RELEASE) (93%), VMware ESX Server 

4.0.1 (93%), VMware ESXi Server 4.1.0 (93%), FreeBSD 7.0-BETA4 - 7.0 (91%), 

FreeBSD 7.1-RELEASE (90%) 

No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal). 

Uptime guess: 7.322 days (since Thu May 24 10:09:11 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=169 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: Incremental 
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Service Info: Host: localhost.localdomain 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   0.46 ms 192.168.200.9 

 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.40 

Host is up (0.095s latency). 

Not shown: 998 filtered ports 

PORT    STATE SERVICE VERSION 

80/tcp  open  http? 

443/tcp open  skype2  Skype 

|_ssl-cert: ERROR 

1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please 

submit the following fingerprint at http://www.insecure.org/cgi-bin/servicefp-

submit.cgi : 

SF-Port80-TCP:V=5.61TEST4%I=7%D=5/31%Time=4FC7E7B2%P=i686-pc-linux-

gnu%r(G 

SF:etRequest,1A,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20Found\r\n\r\n")%r(HTTPOptions

, 

SF:40,"nZ\xf2\x1a\x08xl\x14\xea\x9a\xc8\x99\xd4<\xafWs4h\x9c\x98%\xc1\xea{ 

SF:\x9a\xeb\r\x99\|\xc3\xbet\x9c\xc1\xcc\tK\.\xcf\x12n\xa9\xaan\n\x05\x9f\ 

SF:xf2;\xb0a\x1ew\xbc\xfd\ns\x88Y\xb6/\x14u")%r(RTSPRequest,34,"\"8\xac\x1 

SF:3\xf1\xc8W\xe0\xbad\x81\xef@\x01\x8b@\n;\x9ce\x9b\x96\xe3\xe9\xf3\xdf

\. 
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SF:\xe6\xa4~\xd3\x8e\xee1\xe4\xecr\xfc\+\x04Di\x0f\xd2Dz\xb8O\xf5\xa2\+\

xe 

SF:0")%r(FourOhFourRequest,1A,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20Found\r\n\r\n")

% 

SF:r(RPCCheck,3F,"\xfa\xc2\x1e\xaaj\)\xa0\x9bM\|\x07cg\x0b\x08g\xec\x02n\x 

SF:ac\x9f\x8d\xc3gg\|\xa1N4\xd8\xe9\xf8\xcaa&\xd5\)/\x94\x8c\x20\x82\xf9\x 

SF:cf\xb5\xc4\xd3\xf3\xa6_\x84%\x12\xdb\xd0\x01>\x17\xdc\x9d\*\x13\xa8")

%r 

SF:(DNSVersionBindReq,62,"\xa7\xbc\xc3<\x91\x01\x14oR\xee\x98\*\xa5\.\"O\

x 

SF:c6\*\x98\xb7\x9d\n\xd8\xe1\x83\xda\xf6\xaeI>K\xe1A\x81\x9d\x8dS}\xfe6\

x 

SF:13\xf5\x89\x992di\x1a\xf0\xa1\^\xb7\xfc=J\xb3\xc8\x99\xf6oT\xb5b\xeb\xa 

SF:0\x91\x8e'\xac-z#x\x89&\xdf\x04\xa5\x92\[P\x81\xbe\x97\\\x1d\xaa\x93\(y 

SF:VO\xb4\x95\xc2\xcb\0q")%r(DNSStatusRequest,60,"\xe2\xb0\xef=\xc7\x14-\x 

SF:1c\xd3\xfa\xd0i',\x9c\xa4\x1f\xf4S\t\xdc\xdf\x98\x81!K\x87\xc4\xcfQ\x1a 

SF:\x18\xee\x87\xe7JZ\xee\x05\0\xbe@\xb9\xb7\xe9\x0e\xf9\xb2\x82\x8b\xc01

\ 

SF:xae\xc7\xcc\xcd\x9a\xc3\x98\)F\x7f\$E\xb2\xfbp!\xde7\|\xbd\xca3H\x19v\x 

SF:ef\xd45\xe2k\x20\x11\x0e\xa7,\xad\xfa\xa3\xf8\t\xa6_\x84%")%r(SSLSessio 

SF:nReq,56,"\xb7><\xe12\x8f\xf0\xd6\xd7\xa5\)<\xba\xab:\x9b\xdeT\xf9\)\x8d 

SF:\xd8\xce\xf2\xb1r\+\xe7\$\xb8\(n\xe1\x85\xf2\x8e\x19\xdb\$\x84\x04:\x11 

SF:\x90\x90\xdfe\x84\xeb\xa0\x91\x8e'\xac-z#x\x89&\xdf\x04\xa5\x92\[P\x81\ 

SF:xbe\x97\\\x1d\xaa\x93\(yVO\xb49o\xee{\xceX{\x13")%r(Kerberos,46,"f&\xbd 
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SF:&\xf62S\xa8\0H\x03\)\x82'\[\xc7\x9d\.~G\xe0\xd9V\x861~\x06Q\"\xa4\^\x

db 

SF:\xd305\xb6q#XN\xbc\xaa\x11P\x13\xc5\xc6\x9c\xff\xa4\xc52{\xf0\xa1\^\xb

7 

SF:\xfc=J\xb3\xc8J\xf1\xd5\xc8\xae\xdfuU")%r(SMBProgNeg,4A,"\[\x07\x8e\x9b 

SF:N/\xd3\xb4Z;rb\xf9\x87\[\xa8\xdc\xf7\xa2\x0f\xaciG\xce\x03\xe4\x83\xa0L 

SF:\x08<\xb1\)\x1ann\x7f\x13\xf7\xea~\xd2\xac_P\xcb\xe5\xad&\xdf\x04\xa5\

x 

SF:92\[P\x81\xbe\x97\\\x1d\xaa\x93\(yVO\xb4\x95\xc2\xcb\0q\xee\x07"); 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:D3:CB:D6 (VMware) 

Warning: OSScan results may be unreliable because we could not find at least 1 open and 

1 closed port 

Device type: general purpose 

Running (JUST GUESSING): Microsoft Windows 2008|7|Vista (90%), FreeBSD 6.X 

(85%) 

OS CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_server_2008::sp1 cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_7::sp1 

cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_vista cpe:/o:freebsd:freebsd:6.2 

Aggressive OS guesses: Microsoft Windows Server 2008 SP1 (90%), Microsoft Windows 

Server 2008 R2 (90%), Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 (90%), Microsoft Windows Server 

2008 Beta 3 (89%), Microsoft Windows Server 2008 SP2 (89%), Windows Server 2008 

R2 (89%), Microsoft Windows 7 (89%), Microsoft Windows 7 Professional (89%), 

Microsoft Windows Vista SP0 or SP1, Windows Server 2008 SP1, or Windows 7 (89%), 

Microsoft Windows Vista SP2 or Windows Server 2008 (89%) 

No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal). 

Uptime guess: 2.211 days (since Tue May 29 12:49:42 2012) 
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Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=261 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: Incremental 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT      ADDRESS 

1   94.84 ms 192.168.200.40 

 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.100 

Host is up (0.0054s latency). 

Not shown: 995 filtered ports 

PORT      STATE SERVICE       VERSION 

80/tcp    open  http          Microsoft IIS httpd 7.5 

|_http-title: IIS7 

| http-methods: OPTIONS TRACE GET HEAD POST 

| Potentially risky methods: TRACE 

|_See http://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/http-methods.html 

135/tcp   open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC 

445/tcp   open  netbios-ssn 

3389/tcp  open  microsoft-rdp Microsoft Terminal Service 

49154/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:E5:E8:A6 (VMware) 

Warning: OSScan results may be unreliable because we could not find at least 1 open and 

1 closed port 

Device type: general purpose 
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Running: Microsoft Windows Vista|2008|7 

OS CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_vista cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_server_2008::sp1 

cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_7 

OS details: Microsoft Windows Vista SP0 or SP1, Windows Server 2008 SP1, or 

Windows 7 

Uptime guess: 0.394 days (since Thu May 31 08:26:15 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=254 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: Incremental 

Service Info: OS: Windows; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows 

 

Host script results: 

| smb-security-mode:  

|   Account that was used for smb scripts: guest 

|   User-level authentication 

|   SMB Security: Challenge/response passwords supported 

|_  Message signing disabled (dangerous, but default) 

|_smbv2-enabled: Server supports SMBv2 protocol 

| smb-os-discovery:  

|   OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 7601 Service Pack 1 (Windows Server 2008 

R2 Standard 6.1) 

|   NetBIOS computer name: WIN-APQCKAUKG0A 

|   Workgroup: WORKGROUP 

|_  System time: 2012-05-31 17:50:34 UTC-7 

TRACEROUTE 
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HOP RTT     ADDRESS 

1   5.44 ms 192.168.200.100 

 

Initiating ARP Ping Scan at 17:53 

Scanning 151 hosts [1 port/host] 

Completed ARP Ping Scan at 17:53, 6.46s elapsed (151 total hosts) 

Initiating SYN Stealth Scan at 17:53 

Scanning 192.168.200.104 [1000 ports] 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan at 17:53, 0.01s elapsed (1000 total ports) 

Initiating Service scan at 17:53 

Initiating OS detection (try #1) against 192.168.200.104 

Retrying OS detection (try #2) against 192.168.200.104 

NSE: Script scanning 192.168.200.104. 

Initiating NSE at 17:53 

Completed NSE at 17:53, 0.00s elapsed 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.200.104 

Host is up (0.00019s latency). 

All 1000 scanned ports on 192.168.200.104 are closed 

Too many fingerprints match this host to give specific OS details 

Network Distance: 0 hops 

NSE: Script Post-scanning. 

Initiating NSE at 17:53 

Completed NSE at 17:53, 0.00s elapsed 

Read data files from: /usr/local/bin/../share/nmap 
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OS and Service detection performed. Please report any incorrect results at 

http://nmap.org/submit/ . 

Nmap done: 256 IP addresses (8 hosts up) scanned in 215.60 seconds 

           Raw packets sent: 11996 (544.402KB) | Rcvd: 6360 (273.150K) 

 
 
 
root@bt:/pentest/database/sqlmap# python ./sqlmap.py –u 

 

 192.168.200.100 --random-agent --users 

    sqlmap/1.0-dev (r4766) - automatic SQL injection and database takeover tool 

    http://www.sqlmap.org 

 

[!] legal disclaimer: usage of sqlmap for attacking targets without prior mutual consent is 

illegal. It is the end user's responsibility to obey all applicable local, state and federal laws. 

 Authors assume no liability and are not responsible for any misuse or damage caused by 

this program 

 

[*] starting at 03:19:35 

 

[03:19:35] [INFO] fetched random HTTP User-Agent header from file 

'/pentest/database/sqlmap/txt/user-agents.txt': Opera/9.52 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS 

X; U; pt-BR) 

[03:19:35] [INFO] using '/pentest/database/sqlmap/output/192.168.200.100/session' as 

session file 

[03:19:35] [INFO] testing connection to the target url 

[03:19:36] [INFO] testing if the url is stable, wait a few seconds 
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[03:19:37] [INFO] url is stable 

[03:19:37] [CRITICAL] no parameter(s) found for testing in the provided data (e.g. GET 

parameter 'id' in 'www.site.com/index.php?id=1') 

[*] shutting down at 03:19:3 
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